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WORKSHOP
Stego Industries, LLC - Game Changing
Technology
Stego Industries, LLC is involved in the research,
design, development, production, and marketing of
proactive moisture mitigation solutions for use in
various construction-related applications. Most notably,
Stego Industries manufactures the most widely
specified under-slab Vapor Barrier in the United States
having earned the respect, trust and recommendation
of the design and construction community. EPA
mandated water-based adhesive products, new energy
codes, and the growing liability for mold and
contaminants have forced the building industry to reevaluate and switch to cost-effective, solution-oriented products which will help control moisture, soil gases and other
contaminants. Stego Industries recognizes the complex and controversial nature of these moisture/contaminantrelated problems facing architects, engineers, flooring installers, contractors and building owners.
The educational session will address under-slab moisture mitigation strategies by reviewing the most recent and
relative standards, building codes and industry–expert recommendations. The seminar will also review available
products currently available on the market, including some controversial discrepancies between test results reported
on product datasheets and actual product performance in the field. The presentation will include standardized
installation practices at several project conditions, including a variety of slab/foundation designs over differing subbase selections and expansive soils.
Stego® Industries brings game-changing technology to the construction market at light speed. Stego is the industry
leader in below-slab moisture vapor protection in North America. Our sub-slab barrier systems are a critical
component in the design and construction of efficient, durable, and healthy buildings. We have earned the respect,
trust, and recommendation of the architectural, engineering, and construction community through our commitment to
education and technical support. To learn more about our game-changing barrier solutions and get in contact with a
Stego representative in your areas, please visit www.stegoindustries.com
Speaker: Jerrad Jefferson,South-Central Regional Associate, Stego Industries, Tel. (979) 221-7030
Jerrad Jefferson is the South Central Regional Associate with Stego Industries. Jerrad has been trained in continuing
education (CES) guidelines and is highly knowledgeable in the field of below-slab moisture protection. Jerrad has
been continually studying the latest theory for design and implementation of overall below-slab moisture protection
systems, including active participation in system design and actual product installation in the field.

